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The traditional brahmanical chronicle of Dakshina Kannada, 
Gramapaddhati,1 mentions the divergent brahman families as being 
settled in thirty-two villages in Dakshina Kannada. The allusion to these 
villages testifies that brahmanas lived in these rural settlements where 
agriculture and horticulture were the main pursuit of the settlers. The 
brahmans are portrayed as the lords of the villages who were given 
temporal and religious functions. The Gramapaddhati mentions the 
names of different brahman families who were conferred the land and 
proprietary rights over them in these villages. The establishment of 
brahman settlements was due to few utilitarian factors. For one thing 
the local rulers needed a legitimising agency through the mode of yagas 
and sacrifices. Thus all over South India the tradition exists that brahmans 
migrated from the north. The Agastya and Parashurama tradition perhaps 
indicates such a migration. Agastya was able to subdue the hitherto 
insurmountable Vindhya Mountains and in the Tamil tradition it is said 
that Agastya compiled the grammar for Tamil language. Parashurama 
tradition avers that Parashurama, with the help of his axe, created 
‘Parashurama Kshetra’ on the western coast. This later led to the 
brahmanisation of the non-brahmanic society. One can also notice social 
metamorphosis and assimilation of diverse cultural groups. This is 
perceived in the worship of both brahmanical gods like Vishnu and the 
worship of tribal gods, daivas and bhutas, together with the Vedic gods. 
More significantly with the establishment of brahman settlements, there 
was expansion of agrarian zone due to specialised knowledge of the 
brahmans regarding seasons, astronomy and also the new agricultural 
and irrigation techniques popular in other parts of India from where 
they migrated.

Brahman settlements were established in and around fertile agrarian 
tracts particularly near the river valleys like Sita, Gurupar, Suvarna river
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etc. Brahmans established themselves in the villages because only in a 
rural atmosphere they could have maintained their hegemony since the 
brahmanical literature condemned the urbanisation and the urban 
institutions, which made the people more revolutionary, rational and 
alien to vamashrama dharma. The brahmanical traditions inform us that 
the local rulers invited the brahmans to migrate and settle in the hitherto 
‘abrahmanya desa’ {non-brahmanical country). The desire of the local 
rulers to bring brahmans from the north indicates the transition in the 
political structure. The brahmans played a significant role in the 
formation of the state. They communicated the ideology of the state to 
the common people. The land grants given to the brahmans not only 
helped in increasing agricultural production in the rural settlements, but 
without depending on military power it was possible for the state to 
maintain its control over the rural population.

Text and Tradition

In the context of details found in Gramapaddhati we intend to put 
certain questions as to where these villages are actually located? What 
brahman families existed in these villages? What continuing traditions 
are found among these brahman families? Thus here we do the exercise 
of trying to answer some of these questions. The Gramapaddhati 
categorises the village into western gramas and eastern gramas. Invariably 
the western gramas are located on the coast while eastern gramas are 
in the more interior regions.

Westers Gramas

I . Kandavara : Known differently as Skandapura and Skanda grama, 
Kandavara is situated near Basrur in the Kundapur taluk. The association 
of this village with the worship of Skanda as its name suggests is 
supported by the existence of Ulluru Subrahmanya temple. The Udupas 
consider Skanda as their family deity. Usually all the brahmans with 
surname Udupa claim that they belong to Kandtvara. Vaidyas, a 
community specialised in the performance of Naga Mandala,2 before 
travelling to other areas of South Kanara, worship this deity. To the 
south of the temple we have Hebbara katte and to the north of the 
temple there exists Udupara katte. According to tradition during car 
festival the main deity must visit these two places. Ulluru Subrahmanya 
temple has connections with Balekudru Matha,3 which has its branch
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called Huttur Matha at Kandavara. The antiquity of the village is further 
proved by discovery of nine inscriptions4 from the precincts of Ulluru 
Subrahmanya temple. The inscription dating A.D. 1409 mentions the 
brahman families Udupas and Hebbaras. It also refers to an assembly of 
brahmans calles grama hadinaru (16), In the later period the brahmans 
of this village came be called Kandavara brahmans.5

2. Kota : This village is situated between Kundapura and Brahmavar 
in the Udupi taluk. Gramapaddhati mentions the brahman families like 
Tunga, Hol|a, Karanta, Herala, Hande, Navada, Basari, Hebbara and 
Orala. These families are stated to have been distributed in the following 
adhivasa of Kota.6 Karatattu (Chirapadi) - Karanta; Parampalli - Hebbara 
and Holla; Karakadu (Karkada) - Navada; Haratattu - Mayya, Herala; 
Kotattu - Tunga; and Handattu - Basari, Hande.

Kota brahmans do not perform puja at Narasimha temple, Kota.7 
Even now puja at Narasimha temple is performed by the fevalli brahmans. 
Another feature of the Kota brahmans is that they consider God 
Narasimha as their guru8 They do not accept the hegemony of any 
Matha. The deity at Saligrama itself is called Guru Narasimha. Those 
brahman families who settled in Kota came to be known as Kota 
brahmans. These brahman families are mentioned in epigraphs starting 
from 13th century A.D. They had their self-governing institutions like 
Mahajagattu, which was constituted by Gramanis, Jannis, Madhyastas 
and Bhattas.9 Another distinguishing feature of the Kota brahmans is 
that they believe in poorva mimamsa, which gives greater importance 
to study of Vedas and grahasthashrama, rather than uttara mimamsa, 
which believes in sanyasahrama.10 One inscription dating A.D. 1476 
refers to Kota village and families like Horala (Herala), Hola (Holla), 
Mayya, Henje (Hande) and Basari. This inscription also indicates that 
these families enjoyed property rights and it refers to Horala gadi.u 
Another inscription date A.D. 1587 refers to families like Karanta, Tunga 
and Alase.12

3. Brahmavara: This village is in Udupi taluk. Its different names are
Brahmavara, Brahmapura, Brahmura, Purahali, Brahmora grama.13 D.C.
Sircar believes that very word Brahmapura meant brahman settlement.14
The different adhivSsa of Brahmavara are Chantlru, Matapadi, Heruru,
Baik&$, Varamabajli, Haradi, Handadi and Kumrago^u. The agraharas
are situated in Ch&ntaru and Heruru. In the early times Brahmavara was
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divided into western and eastern parts. The western Brahmavara was 
under the control of the Varamballi family and eastern Brahmavara was 
under the control of the Ugrampalli family .The Varamballis were a 
prominent brahman family of Brahmavara. An Alupa inscription dated 
saka 1267 records the gift of some land by the King Kulashekharadeva 
Alupedradeva to Anna Grambaji of Brahmavara.15 An inscription found 
at Varamballi dated saka 133916 refers to Narana Aubhala Deva 
Varamba|li of Brahmura making land grants for the worship of the deity 
installed in the Arasanakere Matha. The Varamballis are considered to 
be the gurus of the Nairi community of Brahmavara.’7 There is also a 
tradition according to which the kings of Barkur gave urambali land 
grants, to the brahman family and they later became Varambali. The 
place where they settled came to be called by the same name.18 The 
Ungurapali family too figures in inscriptions. An inscription at Matapadi 
dated saka 133619 records the appointment by the king uravar (residents) 
of the villages, of Alugatu-Ungurapali as the tenant of some land in the 
village Ulluru or Ulluraya mentioned in Gramapaddhati are mentioned 
in the inscription dated A.D. 1403.20

4. Varkadi : This villages is situated four kilometers away from 
Sunkadakatte, Kasargod taluk, Kerala state. It is on the banks of the 
tributary of the Bangara Manjeshwara river. The antiquity of this area 
.may go back to several hundred years. Near the temple at an upper 
region there is a cave-like structure where some big earthenware pots 
were discovered. They are, in all probability, megalithic, and, therefore, 
may belong to early Iron Age, roughly corresponding to the turn of the 
Christian ear. The Kavu Subramanyesvara temple, the temple of the 
locality, is surrounded by the existence of brahman families, some whom 
are referred to in the Gramapaddati. Talettaya is among the more 
prominent among them. Peruvannaya are at the pavitrapani of the temple, 
who possess the right to manage its affairs. The Netrattaya family before 
becoming extinct adopted three more families, with the same family 
deity, who were settled in Varkadi, Kemminje and Kudupu.21 There 
were kinship ties between brahman families of Kemminje and Varkadi.22

5. Karavoor : At present in Dakshina Kannada there is no place 
called Karavoor. However, on the basis of the family details mentioned 
in the Gramapaddhati, one can come to the conclusion that this village 
covered areas like Manjanaxji, Ucchila, Talapadi, Madyar and Munniiru.
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There is reference to Karuru in the Sanskrit work Bhavaprakashika, 
which is dated circa 14th century A.D., which was written by Narayana 
PanditachSrya, This work refers to Vasudeva (earlier name of 
Madhwacharya) crossing Netravati river and coming to Kutyadi Matha23 
in Karevooru grama.24 In ManjanSdi there was the family of 
Manjanadittfiya, which is now extinct. But they had adopted Munuraya 
who settled in the present Manjanadi village, who were given the 
designation of Ballalas. Another Ballala family Talepadittaya is now 
extinct. The family of Ichalantaya at Ucchila now have the designation 
Tantri.25 These details suggest that the traditions of the brahman families 
have continued to exist even today.

6. Padi: This village is in Kasargod taluk, Kerala state. Some of the 
families mantioned in Gramapaddhati are now found in Barikkadi, 
Chapadi, Taudupadi, Mullampadi, and Kakkola. The brahman families 
who migrated from this place have settled in Pattilla and Pullur in Kerala. 
Some families have settled in Niles vara. Kamatataya, now called 
Kamada, have settled in Barikkadi.26 In a document of Edaneer Ma|ha 
dated A.D. 1850 we find reference to some of the families mentioned 
in Gramapaddhati.21 It refers to Kamada of Barikkadi, Kunikullaya, 
Kakkilaya and Ballullaya.

In Madhwa Vijaya, Padi has been sanskritised as Vata.28 The Patfi 
village consists of adhivasas like Muttutodi, Padi and Chengala. It is 
also called Padipadippare which means the place where justice is given. 
It was under the control of the Mayippadi kings who had their palace at 
Mogral. The women of the Mayippadi household were married to the 
male of any one of the following eight Sivalli brahman families : 1. 
Irniraya 2. Kakkillaya 3. Kunikullaya 4. KotekunjattSya 5. 
Tombalantodittaya 6. Baipadittaya 7. Pijettaya and 8. Ballullaya.;:,, This 
shows the matrimonial alliance between those who claim ksatriya caste 
status and the above brahman families in the sambandham style typical 
of Kerala. The house of Mayippadi follows the matrimonial system of 
inheritance. The male members generally marry into the Nayar 
community.30

7. Mogral: It is situated five kilometers away from Kumbale, Kasargod 
taluk. Anantpur Tulu inscription belonging to 15th century A.D.,31 which 
is concerned with land grant to the temple, mentions the village Mogral. 
Some of the brahman families mentioned in Gramapaddhati Uved in
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divided into western and eastern parts. The western Brahmavara was 
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tributary of the Bangara Manjeshwara river. The antiquity of this area 
may go back to several hundred years. Near the temple at an upper 
region there is a cave-like structure where some big earthenware pots 
were discovered. They are, in all probability, megalithic, and, therefore, 
may belong to early Iron Age, roughly corresponding to the turn of the 
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are referred to in the Gramapaddati. Talettaya is among the more 
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who possess the right to manage its affairs. The Netrattaya family before 
becoming extinct adopted three more families, with the same family 
deity, who were settled in Varkadi, Kemminje and Kudupu.21 There 
were kinship ties between brahman families of Kemminje and Varkadi.22

5. Karavoor : At present in Dakshina Kannada there is no place 
called Karavoor. However, on the basis of the family details mentioned 
in the Gramapaddhati, one can come to the conclusion that this village 
covered areas like Manjanadi, Ucchila, Talapadi, Madyar and Munnflru.
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There is reference to Karuru in the Sanskrit work Bhavaprak&shika, 
which is dated circa 14th century A.D., which was written by Narayana 
Panditacharya. This work refers to Vasudeva (earlier name of 
Madhwacharya) crossing Netravati river and coming to Kutyadi Matha23 
in Karevooru grama.1* In Manjanadi there was the family of 
Manjanadittaya, which is now extinct. But they had adopted Munuraya 
who settled in the present Manjanadi village, who were given the 
designation of Ballalas. Another Ballala family TalepadittSya is now 
extinct. The family of Ichalantaya at Ucchila now have the designation 
Tantri.25 These details suggest that the traditions of the brahman families 
have continued to exist even today.
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families mantioned in Gramapaddhati are now found in Barikkadi, 
Chapadi, Taudupadi, Mullampadi, and Kakkola. The brahman families 
who migrated from this place have settled in Pattilla and Pullur in Kerala. 
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In Madhwa Vijaya, Padi has been sanskritised as Vata.28 The Padi 
village consists of adhivasas like Muttutodi, Padi and Chengala. It is 
also called Padipadippare which means the place where justice is given. 
It was under the control of the Mayippadi kings who had their palace at 
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male of any one of the following eight Sivalli brahman families : 1. 
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status and the above brahman families in the sambandham style typical 
of Kerala. The house of Mayippadi foUows the matrimonial system of 
inheritance. The male members generally marry into the Nayar 
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taluk: Anantpur Tulu inscription belonging to 15th century A.D.,31 which 
is concerned with land grant to the temple, mentions the village Mogral. 
Some of the brahman families mentioned in Gramapaddhati lived m



Mogral. Kottekunjittaya lived in Mogral. The family of Ijalampadttaya 
has its branches in Bela, Arikkadi, Mantappadi and Kiduru. This family 
even today has connections with the Mahalingeshwara temple, 
Nayikkapu.

8. Kudalu : It is situated near Mogral, Kasargod taluk. The brahman 
family of Kotakunjettaya had connections with Mayippadi royal. 
Dekunjittaya family is living in Kasargod. Deranjattayas are in 
Kanhangad, Kerala state. Pudunkolattaya are in Nileshwara. Pijettayas 
are still living in Kudalu and they have maintained the earlier tradition. 
The Pijettayas are now called Kavu Patten, which in Malayalam means 
Pandita. In Madhwa Vijaya Kudalu is referred to as Kudu and Kudil 
(Amaralaya).32 In Kudalu Madhwacharya defeated Trivikrama 
Panditacharya who accepted the Madhwa philosophy. In Madhwa Vijaya 
Pijettaya are referred as Likujanvayodbhava. Trivikrama Panditacharya 
belonged to this family.33 The house of Pijettaya enshrines an image of 
Lakshmi Narayana which is supposed to have been given by 
Madhwacharya to this family.34

9. Mittanadu : The present name Mittanadu is Ubrangala, Kasargod 
taluk. But the brahman families mentioned in Gramapaddhati like 
Nujittaya, Saralaya and others are not found in this village at present. 
Now Nujittayas live in Ramakunja, Puttur taluk.

10. Tmekala : This author identified this village with the present 
Talekala near Manjeshwara in the Kasargod taluk. According to the 
local people here in the past there existed a family of Mittantaya, who 
now live elsewhere. The only brahman family living in this place are 
Permudannaya and they too had migrated from Permuda near Katil.

11. Simanturu : This village is located near Mulki, Mangalore taluk. 
The families mentioned in Gramapaddhati, Simanturaya, Shibaruraya 
and Muchyantaya live in and around SimantQru. All the brahman families 
of SimantQru who lived in the past belonged to the KaSyapa gotra and 
many brahman families belonging to Kafyapa gotra in Dakshina Kannada 
trace their origin to Simanturu. Hence the brahmans of this village have 
maintained their earlier traditions and remember their previous 
connections with the village. The brahmans in this region had become 
prominet land lord by 13th century and they were patronised by the 
local kings.35
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12. MSrane : This author could not clearly identify Marane. In fact 
there are two, one in Udupi taluk and the other in Karakal taluk. 
However, Poyyataya family mentioned in Graumpaddhati are found in 
Kanantfiru and for several generations they have been worshipping bhOta 
called Todakukkinar or Vaidyanatha Swami.36

13. Kolavinadu : It is found near Manchi, Bantwal taluk.37 Brahman 
families lived in Saletore, Sullya, Manchi and Mankmje. The 
Gopalakrishna temple of Manchi has connections with Kivu 
Subrahmanyeshwaea temple, Varkadi. The Mahadeva temple is owned 
by Sullyannayas.

14. Nilavara : Nila vara, which is also called Niruvara is in the Udupi 
taluk. We find traditional account of Nilavara and brahman settlements 
in Nilavara Ksetra Mahatme, which is considered as the part of Skanda 
Purana?8 It mentions Kalluraya as agnihotri. It also mentions other 
brahman families like Edabetttaya, Padetaya, Tumbikallaya, Kakrataya 
and Hebbarataya. This work states that nobody in this grama goes against 
the wishes of these eight families. It also mentions that the family of 
Madyastha had come from outside and that he was originally an U<iupa. 
Since he interfered in the quarrel among the eight families regarding the 
ownership of the temple, he was named Madyastha and was made to 
settle in Nilavara. However from the Tamil documents in the Chola 
country, the impression that we get is that the Madyastha was not an 
arbitrator, but that he was a secretary to the sabhS.39 It is possible that 
in the context of the Tulu country, too, this was the case. Inscriptinal 
evidence is also available regarding the village Nilavara and some of the 
brahman families. As early as A.D. 1259 an inscription aludes to 
Nilavara.40 The fact that Nilavara was an important brahman settlement 
is proved by the reference to three hundred Mahajans of Niruvara in the 
above inscription. The Mahisa Mardini temple at Nilavara has yielded 
six inscriptions. One of them refers to the village assembly called Jagattu 
MunnQru.41Another inscription belonging to A.D. 1451 refers to 
Kalukura (Kalluraya) in Niruvara grama.42 The existence of place name 
bhattara bettu (abode of brahmans) in Nilavara indicates that Nilavara 
was a brahman settlement m the historic times.

15. Sivalli: This village is situated in Udupi taluk. We have discussed 
about the significance of this village somewhere else.43



16. Nlrumarga : Nfrumarga is in Mangalore taluk. According to 
Ganapati Rao Aigal, there were Ballals in Nlrumarga.44 In Nfrumarga we 
find even today the existence of brahman families like Kambarannaya 
and Kannarannaya. The place where Kambarannaya family is living is 
called bhattarakodi, which indicates that this area, during the earlier 
times, was inhabited by brahmans. The house of Kannarannaya family 
is known as Bolamaraguttu where we find the existence of Jarantaya 
daiva. There is a tradition that this house previously belonged to the 
Jains who suffered from leprosy disease, which was cured by the 
brahmans who were rewarded with this house. The Kannarannayas are 
expected to perform the rituals relating Jarantaya daiva. The Iravattayas 
claim origin from Nlrumarga village.45

Eastern gramas

1. Sripadi : Sripadi is in Bantwal taluk. Now it is known as Ajjibettu. 
During historical times it included Ajjibettu and Punjalakatte. In Sripadi 
there existed brahman families like Baipadittaya, Pangannaya, 
Kunhimannaya, Kavudampadittaya, Artadittaya and Sripadittaya.46 
Kunhimannayas are now known as Kunhannaya and are the povitrapani 
for all temples in Sripadi. Regarding the Pangannayas there is a tradition 
that they came from Pangala near Udupi. In a document dated c. 1800 
A.D.47 we find reference to Pangannayas in Sripadi. The Pangannayas 
are attached to Nadvantadi Matha. They are expected to give one mude 
rice to Sode Matha to meet expenses. There is a tradition that Atradittaya 
went to Badakkila and became Badekillaya.48

2. Vodila: Vodila is in Belthangadi taluk. According to Ganapati Rao 
Aigal Vodila was under the rule of Kaliya Ballala.49 At present we see 
here Kermunnaya and Ammunnaya. The Kermunnaya own a temple at 
Padangadi called Vodil temple with its deity Isvara. This family subscribes 
to Subrahmanya Matha. Ammunnaya and Kudrettaya belong to the same 
family. At Vodil if the Ammunnayas committed any mistake, they can 
be questioned only by brahmans of Sripadi and not others. Ammunnayas 
belong to Sode Matha. In reality, they did not possess the right to wear 
mudra (a Madhwa symbol) and this they obtained by paying money to 
the Matha.50

3. JVa/a : This village is in Belthangadi taluk. The brahman families 
found here are Sampagettayas who came from KarandQru and
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Banginnayas, who came from Subrahmanya. ,

4. Kareya: Now known as Karaya, is situated in Belthangadi taluk, 
three kilometers away from Uppinangadi. Karaya was under the rule of 
Bangadi Ballalas.31 It is believed that in the early times this region was 
a Vira&aiva settlement.52 The brahman families who live here now are 
curiously not mentioned in Gramapaddhati as living in this village. Now 
here we find Kuddannaya, Vailaya, Kedilaya and NurittSya. The Vailayas 
brought Durgaparameswari from Kollur and hence now they are not 
allowed to go to Kollur.53 Kuddannayas were the hereditary Patels of 
the village and it is claimed that they were living in this village at least 
from 16th-17th century.54

5. Ujire : This village is in Belthangadi taluk. In Madhwa Vijaya, 
Ujire is referred as Ujirya.ss The original place of Kakrannayas may be 
Kakke. They came and settled in Kuduma and they became 
Kudumattaya. At present we see Kakrannayas in Bandaru near Karaya.56 
The Aramanettaya family had the right to worship in Anantaiayana, 
Trivandrum. Mudannaya and Paduvannaya are considered as branches 
of Aramanettaya family.57 Ujire is very near to Dharmasthala, a place of 
religious significance. The Kaifiyats, the record of villages kept by 
Shanbhogs of the villages,give a list of traditional legends regarding 
Kuduma.58 At present there are several Sivalli families in Dharmasthala.

6. Karanduru : It is in Belthangadi taluk. Sampagettaya was the 
prominent brahman family here. The deity here is Annapurneswari, 
which has connections with the family of Sampagettaya. Another temple 
is Visnumurthi temple, which belongs to Sampagettaya, who have 
connections with Nagabrahma temple, which is managed by 
Mucchinnayas.59

7. Kavala : It is near present Karinja, Bantwal taluk. According to 
Ganapati Rao Aigal, Kavala was under the rule of Ijjetottu Ballala.60 At 
Karinjeswara temple Peradatayas are pavitrapani. The places in Kavala 
are Kavala Muduru, Kavala Paduru Devasya Muduru and Devasya 
Paduru. There is a tradition that in the eariier period, there existed a 
I&hwara temple here and later Madhwacharya came and established 
Mahisasuru Mardini temple. Earlier there existed the family of 
Alampurittayas, who are now extinct. The families like Peradataya, 
MucchinnSya and Yelachittaya were considered as grSmanis. They still



iive at K&vala. The families, which migrated to village, are Shibarfiraya, 
Kekunnaya, Baipadttaya, Nadvantillaya, Latturaya and Kermunnaya.

8. Kunhimarga : At present there is no village called Kunhimarga. It 
is posible that it has changed its name beyond recognition in the course 
of time. But on the basis of brahman family names mentioned in 
Gramapaddhati one may suggest the Kunhimarga existed in the area 
around present Kuraya Bandaru. Now in Kuraya Bandaru we find 
Koranginaya and Kakrannaya.

9. Kokkada : Kokkada is near Uppinangadi. The name of the village 
is rendered in Sanskrit as Kukkatapura.61 Since it is situated on an 
elevated area it was called Kokkada. It is said that Madhwacharya visited 
this place.62 It is said that before the arrival of Madhwacharya, there 
existed Divakara Muni, who later became famous as Lilasuka. He went 
to Anantapura temple, Trivandrum and after his death his descendants, 
Tulu brahmans from Kokkada, were requested to come to Trivandrum 
for worship.63 Even today we find several ShivaUi brahman families in 
Ananrasayana temple in Trivandrum, Kerala state. The family of 
Banillayas are now called Baltillayas and now they live in Upparu and 
Kokkada. The Yadapaditaya, Sabaraya, Uparanna and Toditillaya are in 
Kokkada, Nelyadi, Aladka and Belalu respectively. We find the existence 
of migrated brahman families like Punchittaya, Jogittaya, Parvattaya,

■ Kedilaya, Yedapaditaya in villages in the neighbourhood of Kokkada. 
These details show that Kokkada was an important brahman settlement 
and that it had connections with Kerala. There is also a practice of 
Shivalli brahmans going to Kerala seeking employment as priests in 
temples. They were known as ‘Pottis’ or ‘Embrantiris’. Some would 
return after some time. But some of them have adopted Kerala as their 
permanent place. Thus there was migration of the brahmans both within 
Dakshina Kannada and outside.

10. Ramakunja : It is situated near Uppinangadi. It is said that the 
place where Rama worshipped came to be called Ramakunja. It was 
under the rule of Neranki Chavadi Heggade.64 The Nurittaya family, 
mentioned in Gramapaddhati, still lives in Ramakunja. Neranki we find 
a place, which is supposed to have been visited by Madhwachaya. During 
that time it was known as Saridantara ksetra. Now there is a family by 
name Paddillaya in Ramakunja.65
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I I. Pude : It is in Sullya taluk. Pudenayas are living in Pude, which is 
now a part of Murulya village, Sullya taluk. They own a small temple. 
In a nearby place called Pirlampadi there exists the family of Nidvannaya. 
The other families that are found in the surrounding areas are Mur^itSya 
and Muchintaya. It is also said that Pude temple, Kerpata Durga 
Parameswari temple and Edamangala temple were managed by 
Pudenayas. There is a place called Pudennaya icaffe.

12. Balapa : It is in Sullya taluk. According to Ganapati Rao Aigal, in 
the earlier times Balapa was under the rule of Mardala Ballala.66 An 
inscription dated A.D. 1562 found in a place called Arigudi near Balpa, 
registers the gift of the village Balpa by SadashivarSya Nayaka of Kejadi 
for offerings and lamp in the temple of Subrahmanyadeva at Kukke.67 
During that time Kukke was under the control of Sthanika brahmans.68 
It is possible that the authorities in Kukke might have sent the Sthanika 
brahmans to Balpa to manage the affairs there.69 The Sivalli brahman 
families found here are Ammannaya, Kalluraya and Yadepadittaya. The 
Yajnamurthy Matha belonged to Yadepadittaya.

13. Idekidu : At present it is called Idkidu and it is in Bantwal taluk. 
At present this village is known for Havyak brahman70 settlements. 
According to local people, nearly hundred years earlier there existed 
Sivalli brahman families like Sadanga71 and Keletaya.

14. Parinja : Earlier this place was also known as Palinja and Padinja. 
Now this place is known as Anginje and it is situated in Puttur taluk. 
Here we find Svalli brahman families like Angintaya, Naksatrintaya, 
Madikullaya, Sagarittaya, Purruraya and Kannaraya. In a title deed, which 
dates back at least fifty years, it is referred as Pavinja,

15. Kemminje : Kemminje is in Putturu taluk. The main temple here 
is the Shanmukha. Earlier there existed the Vishnumurthi image under 
Pejettaya and when their family got destroyed the temple came under 
the control of Madamballitayas whose family deity was Subrahmanya 
and it replaced Visnumurthi. The families seen here are Pejettaya, 
Modamballitaya and the Kemminje Tantri family. When Nettrattayas of 
Varkadi had no inheritors they adopted Perruvannayas who settled in 
Kemminje. They are also known as Uppa|a Tantris.72

16. Ayim&du : Now it is called Aivamadu and it is situated in Sullya
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taluk. It is believed that it got the name Aivamadu, the land of five 
people, since the Pandavas stayed here. However, here at present, there 
are not many Sivalli brahman families.

The above exercise, undertaken with a view to establishing the 
identity of the villages, shows the antiquity of their historical tradition. 
One important tradition found in these villages is the Madhwa tradition. 
During the thirteenth century we find the emergence of Madhwacharya. 
Narayana Panditacharya’s Sumadhwa Vijaya73 speaks about the 
intellectual campaigns by Madhwacharya’s. Most of the people who 
came into contact with him were won over. The deatails in Sumadhwa 
Vijaya make it clear that the Sivalli brahmans had settled not only in 
SivaUi but also in a far away place like Kudalu, now in Kerala State. 
Sumadhwa Vijaya mentions the arrival of Madhwacharya in places like 
Kokkada, Ramakurija, Padi, Kudalu, Ujire and Kodipadi. This shows 
that there was extension of brahman settlements in Dakshina Kannada 
along with the spread of Madhwa philosophy. Also it is discerned that 
during the Madhwa and post-Madhwa period, SivaUi, Brahmavara, 
Nflavara and Kandavara emerged as the most important brahman 
settlements. It is in these places that we find maximum epigraphic 
evidences regarding patronage by Vijayanagar kings to the brahmans on 
the west coast. Thus there was the philosophical movement on the one 

.hand and political patronage on the other, which essentially went a long 
way in consolidating the dominant position of the brahmans in the 
society. Another important tradition that is found in this region is the 
tradition regarding the creation of the coastal region by Parashurama, 
thereby gaining the name Parashurama ksetra. Perhaps the tradition 
that Parashurama created this land out of sea and granted this to 
brahmans justified the ownership rights claimed by the brahmans. Thus 
the myths and tradition written in the brahmanical chronicle 
Gramapaddhati indicated the ideology of the brahmans - to establish 
control over fertile tracts in the coastal region.

Thus above we have located the rural and brahman settlements in 
Dakshina Kannada and an attempt has been made to identify the antiquity 
of these settlements and the present scenario. One may do well to venture 
futher fieldwork in these villages to discover more details about the 
family history in this region and the present study is only a beginning in 
this regard.
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